Latin II Summer Assignment
Ms. Becker (michele.becker@saintjosephprep.org)
Latin II

NOMEN/DIES

Please complete the following packet in order to prepare yourself to enter Latin II. All of the concepts and
practice below is review from Latin I and are items that must be mastered in order to be successful in Latin II.
This assignment will be collected on the first day of class. These are the concepts that we will review the first
week of classes. After the first week, we will have a REVIEW QUIZ on these topics and then we are moving
on, so be prepared!
I. Identify if the following vocabulary words have to do with nouns, verbs, adjectives or a combination of the
three.
1. Declension:
2. Case:
3. Conjugation:
4. Tense:
5. Gender:
6. Number:
7. Stem:
8. Infinitive:
9. Principle Parts:
10. Synopsis:
II. Answer the following grammar questions.
1. What are the 3 genders in Latin?
_____________________

____________________

2. What are the 2 numbers in Latin?
_______________________

__________________________

3. How do you create the stem for nouns?
____ principle part - ___________________
4. How many declensions have we learned?

______________________

5. Fill in the USES of the noun cases below.
CASE

USE(S)

Nominative
Genitive
Dative
Accusative
Ablative

*include the 4 kinds that we know!

Vocative

6. Name the 3 verb tenses that are part of the present system.
________________________

_________________________

___________________________

7. Name the 3 verb tenses that are part of the perfect system.
________________________

_________________________

___________________________

8. How do you find the present stem for 1st and 2nd conjugation?
______________________ - _____
9. How do you find the present stem for 3rd and 4th conjugation?
______________________ - _____
10. How do you find the perfect stem for all conjugations?
______________________ - _____
11. What is the difference between 1st and 2nd conjugation and 3rd and 4th conjugation in the FUTURE TENSE?

12. What are the two types of adjectives?
________________________

__________________________

13. Nouns and adjectives must agree in:
_________________________
__________________________

___________________________

III. CHARTS CHARTS CHARTS! Fill in the correct endings for the following. The first box in every chart
is done for you.
1. NOUNS
The First Declension Endings:
Case
Singular
Nominative
a
“the noun”
Genitive
“of the noun”
Dative
“to/for the
noun”
Accusative
“the noun”
Ablative
“by/with/from
the noun”
The Second Declension Endings:
Case
Singular
Nominative
us (or r)
“the noun”
Genitive
“of the noun”
Dative
“to/for the
noun”
Accusative
“the noun”
Ablative
“by/with/from
the noun”
The Third Declension Endings:
Case
Singular
Nominative
varies
“the noun”
Genitive
“of the noun”
Dative
“to/for the
noun”
Accusative
“the noun”
Ablative
“by/with/from
the noun”

Plural

Plural

Plural

Second Declension NEUTER
Case
Singular
Plural
Nominative
um
“the noun”
Genitive
“of the noun”
Dative
“to/for the
noun”
Accusative
“the noun”
Ablative
“by/with/from
the noun”
Third Declension NEUTER
Case
Singular
Plural
Nominative
varies
“the noun”
Genitive
“of the noun”
Dative
“to/for the
noun”
Accusative
“the noun”
Ablative
“by/with/from
the noun”

2. VERBS
Present Tense Endings: “I verb”
Person Singular
Plural
1st

Imperfect Tense Endings: “I was verbing”
Person Singular
Plural

o

1st

2nd

2nd

3rd

3rd

Future Tense Endings: “I will verb” 1ST AND 2ND
Person Singular
Plural
st

1

3RD AND 4TH

bo

Person

Singular

1st

am

2nd

2nd

3rd

3rd

Perfect Tense Endings: “I verbed”
Person Singular
Plural
st

1

ī

Person

Singular

1st

eram

2nd

3rd

3rd

Future Perfect Tense Endings: “I will have verbed”
Person Singular
Plural

2nd
3rd

ero

Plural

Pluperfect Tense Endings: “I had verbed”

2nd

1st

bam

Plural

IV. Practice
Complete a SYNOPSIS for the following verbs in the specified person and number.
***Keep the verb conjugation in mind the entire time!!!
videō, vidēre, vidī, visus

Conjugation: _____

Present Stem: ______________
TENSE

2nd PERSON SINGULAR

Perfect Stem: ______________

LATIN

ENGLISH

PRESENT
IMPERFECT
FUTURE
PERFECT
PLUPERFECT
FUTURE PERFECT

Decline the following noun-adjective pair. Be sure to determine the declension of the noun first and the
type of adjective! Also watch out for gender!
NOUN: ancilla, ancillae, f. – slave woman
Declension: ______
Stem: _________________
ADJECTIVE: neglegens, neglegentis, neglegente: careless
Type: ___________
SINGULAR
Nominative
Genitive
Dative
Accusative
Ablative
Vocative

MEANING

PLURAL

MEANING

V. Translation: Answer the questions below and then translate the following passage under each line. If you
already have your Latin II textbook, use it! These are the first 6 lines of your newest chapter. Remember to look
up any vocabulary you do not know in your textbook or on William Whitaker’s Words.
1 Māne erat. Aurēlia in cubiculō sedēbat. Crīnēs eius cūrābant duae ancillae,
2 quārum altera speculum tenēbat, altera crīnēs pectēbat.
3 Phrygia, quae crīnēs neglegenter pectēbat, dominam vexābat;
4 Syra, quod manus tremēbat, speculum nōn bene tenēbat.
5 Aurēlia igitur, neglegentiā eārum vexāta, subitō, “Quam neglegentēs estis!” clāmāvit,
6 “Abīte! Abīte! Vocāte Cornēliam! Eam mēcum in urbem dūcere volō.”
Glossary
is/ea/id = he/she/it
Quam = How!
mēcum = cum mē
1. What is the tense, person, and number of sedēbat (line 1)? How do you translate it?
2. What is the gender, case, and number of speculum (line 2)?
3. What do you think the gender, case, and number of the pronoun eārum is since it ends in “arum” (line 5)?
4. What is the gender, case, and number of the adjective vexāta and what noun does it modify (line 5)?
5. What is the tense, person, and number of estis (line 5)? What verb does it come from?
6. What type of verb is Abīte (line 6)? Is it singular or plural? How do you translate it?
7. What type of verb is dūcere? How do you translate it?

